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SPECIMEN ASSESSMENT MATERIAL

GCSE
GEOGRAPHY
Resources for Paper 3 Geographical Applications
To be issued to students 12 weeks before the date of the exam.
Specimen
This booklet contains three resources as follows:
•

Figure 2 – Living in an increasingly urban world: pages 2-3

•

Figure 4 – Challenges of urban growth in LICs/NEES: pages 4-5

•

Figure 5 – Urban problems in Kolkata – improving the life of the urban poor: pages 6-7
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SPECIMEN ASSESSMENT
MATERIAL: SET 2

GCSE
GEOGRAPHY
Resources for Paper 3 Geographical Applications

To be issued to students 12 weeks before the date of the exam.
Specimen
This booklet contains three resources as follows:


Figure 1 – Energy in the United Kingdom: pages 2–3



Figure 2 – New surface coal mine planned for Druridge Bay: pages 4–5



Figure 3 – Views about the development of Druridge Bay: pages 6–8
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Figure 1

Energy in the United Kingdom
Energy consumption in the United Kingdom
The energy we use is fundamental to just about everything we do. Without it there would be no heating
or lighting in our homes, no transportation or communication systems and very little industry.
Over the last 40 years the total energy consumption in the United Kingdom has fluctuated between
approximately 140 000 and 170 000 tonnes of oil equivalent a year.
Total energy consumption (1970–2020)

The changing energy mix in the United Kingdom
The energy mix is the range of energy sources used. The resources available to a country and
decision about which sources to use will determine a country’s energy mix. In the United Kingdom
fossil fuels have always been an important part of the energy mix because they are used in transport as
well as in power stations to generate electricity.
United Kingdom energy mix
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The electricity energy mix in the United Kingdom
In 1970 coal accounted for about two-thirds of all electricity generation. By 2012 this figure had fallen to
under a half. The fall in the use of coal was partly the result of a massive increase in the use of gas
(the so-called ‘dash for gas’) in the 1990s when gas from the North Sea was cheaper than coal. Recent
years have seen a gradual increase in the use of renewables. Renewable energy is seen as more
environmentally sustainable and efficient – converting fossil fuels into electricity wastes approximately
50% of the energy stored in primary fuel. It is expected that coal-fired power stations fitted with carbon
capture and storage will start producing electricity by 2020, but the increasing development of
renewables will see them producing 40% of the UK electricity needs by 2030.
Sources of electricity (1970–2012)

UK energy statistics 2013
(Department of Energy and Climate
Change)
 In 2013 coal accounted for 36.3% of
electricity generation
 Renewable electricity generation
increased to a record 15% of all
electricity needs
 Production of all fossil fuels was
lower than in 2012
 Energy consumption in the domestic
and service sectors increased, while
there were falls in the transport and
industry sections
 Imports of energy resources
reached a record high, with net
import dependency reaching 47%
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Figure 2

New surface coal mine planned for Druridge Bay
Plans for an opencast coal mine near a Northumberland beauty spot that would create or sustain more
than 100 jobs have been announced. The initial proposal covered an area to the east of the A1068
from Chibburn Farm in the north to Highthorn in the south. The most recent proposal has been scaled
down to the area highlighted on the Ordnance Survey extract.
It is estimated that the proposed mine will extract around 7 million tonnes of coal over a 12-year period.
The development will include an area of extraction and a storage facility. Supporters of the plan say
that “at present, about 70% of the coal used to generate electricity in the UK is imported and reliance on
imported coal makes the UK vulnerable to supply and price variations. Coal is a vital part of the UK
energy mix and is an energy source that can be stored safely and used flexibly in order to increase
electricity supply at critical times of the year”. The proposed area for development lies within the
Northumberland coastal plain and is a largely flat area with wide sweeping sandy beaches, which are
increasingly popular for recreation and tourism.
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Druridge Bay
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Figure 3

Views about the development of Druridge Bay
Highthorn surface mine – Druridge Bay
The Highthorn surface mine project has the potential to attract new investment to the area.
Banks Mining has said that the development will create new jobs and deliver substantial investment into
local businesses, the supply chain and the tourism economy’. Banks Mining is proposing to set up the
‘Discover Druridge’ project which will aim to boost tourism in the area and create new wildlife habitats.
Some of the benefits of the mining development are:
Wildlife and open spaces
 Over 100 hectares of new wetlands and wet grassland habitats will be created in and around
Druridge Bay
 7.9 km of footpaths, bridleways and cycle paths will be created
 Building of wildlife hides
Employment and training
The development will:
 create 50 new jobs
 sustain a further 50 jobs
 fund new and improved community facilities
 support local people with training, skills and
apprenticeships.
The local community
Recently restored mining area
The development will create:
 a £450 000 Highthorn Community fund from a
15p per tonne contribution
 a £225 000 Skills Fund providing help with funding for protective clothing, transport to work or helping
small businesses to take on apprentices
 footpaths, bridleways and cycle paths to encourage healthy lifestyles.
A spokesperson for the Parish Council said “The Discover Druridge initiative would help to give the
local community what it needs and bring in more visitors. This is an area with a strong industrial history
and the proposed site is well back from the beach and hidden by the undulating coastline so visitors will
not be put off. Also, when the mining is completed the landscape will be fully restored”.

Coal authority backs
Highthorn mine development
The Coal Authority, which is
sponsored by The Department
of Energy and Climate Change,
has stated that it supports the
way in which the mining
company is looking to exploit
the coal in ‘socially and
environmentally’ acceptable
ways and that coal mining in the
UK is critical for the supply of
coal for electricity generation,
making the point that relying on
imported coal is a risk to energy
security.
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Save Druridge Bay

Walk Northumbria

A spokesman for Save Druridge Bay said “people
here know from bitter experience that far from
creating jobs, open casting destroys wealth and
livelihoods”.

The following extract is from ‘Walk Northumbria’.

“The mine will be a gross intrusion in an unspoiled
landscape that will threaten the Druridge
hinterland with noise, dust and light pollution. The
project will have an impact on all other economic
activity in the area, especially the growing tourism
industry and the economic development of
surrounding villages and towns.”
The group claims the mine also poses a threat to
the thousands of birds, animals and plants that
thrive in the unique landscape at Druridge.
It says that green energy and renewables are
preferable to the coal Banks Mining proposes to
mine and that coal is one of the biggest sources of
UK carbon emissions.

During operations, the rights of way would have to
be diverted but would be reinstated with (possible)
additional links. The footpath running west from
the dunes to the ruined chapel at Low Chibburn
would be retained at all times. Bird sanctuaries
would be untouched and would be enhanced once
coal extraction was complete. Field boundaries
would be returned to their original shape.
Woodland would also be reinstated with native
species in more natural plantings. Access to
Druridge Bay would remain open.
The downside has to be the disruption, noise and
dirt for the residents of Widdrington and the fact
that the mining, if it goes ahead, is not due to be
completed until 2026. The restoration work will
not be finished until 2032.

Nature concern Northumberland
Our experts are not convinced by Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) assurances that this
proposed development will be free of any negative environmental impacts. We believe that the wetland
areas particularly Cresswell Pond SSI are vulnerable as the mine workings are likely to result in the
lowering of the water table and possible contamination of the water supply.
The proposed development may also disturb existing bird breeding sites particularly those of the
extremely vulnerable Marsh Harrier, which is a recent coloniser of the wetland areas. The impact of any
possible waste and discharge from this proposed development is particularly worrying as the whole
coastal area is being considered for Marine Conservation Zone status.
This area is growing in popularity as a nature tourism destination with large numbers of people enjoying
the wildlife and countryside. The proposed development might affect this growth as well as having an
impact on residents and the local economy.
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Cartographical skills checklist
GCSE Geography
Strategies for success in Paper 3

Skill

When covered

Context

Use Atlas maps

Describe population distribution

Describe transport networks

Describe settlement layout

Describe relief and drainage
Analyse inter-relationships between
physical and human factors
Establish associations between patterns
on thematic maps
Use latitude and longitude

Use four-figure grid references

Use six-figure grid references
Use and understand scale, distance and
direction
Measure straight and curved distances

AQA Education (AQA) is a registered charity (number 1073334) and a company limited by guarantee registered in
England and Wales (number 3644723). Our registered address is AQA, Devas Street, Manchester M15 6EX.
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Use and understand gradient, contour
and spot height
Identify basic landscape features and
describe their characteristics
Identify major relief features
Relate cross-sectional drawings to relief
features
Interpret patterns of relief, drainage,
settlement, communication and land-use
Interpret cross sections and transects of
physical and human landscapes
Describe the physical features of two of
the following landscapes – coastlines,
fluvial and glacial
Infer human activity from map evidence,
eg tourism
Be able to compare maps
Draw, label, understand and interpret
maps
Use and interpret ground, aerial and
satellite photographs
Describe human and physical
landscapes from photographs
Describe landforms, natural vegetation,
land-use and settlement from photos
Draw sketches from photographs
Label and annotate diagrams, maps,
graphs, sketches and photographs

AQA Education (AQA) is a registered charity (number 1073334) and a company limited by guarantee registered in
England and Wales (number 3644723). Our registered address is AQA, Devas Street, Manchester M15 6EX.
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Graphical skills checklist
GCSE Geography
Strategies for success in Paper 3

Skill

When covered

Context

Line charts

Bar charts

Pie charts

Pictograms

Histograms with equal class intervals

Divided bar graphs

Scattergraphs

Population pyramids

Suggest appropriate skills for data

Choropleth maps

Isoline maps

Dot maps

Desire line maps

Proportional symbols on maps

AQA Education (AQA) is a registered charity (number 1073334) and a company limited by guarantee registered in
England and Wales (number 3644723). Our registered address is AQA, Devas Street, Manchester M15 6EX.
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Proportional flow lines
Understand gradient, contour and value
on isoline maps
Interpret maps, graphs and charts noted
above

AQA Education (AQA) is a registered charity (number 1073334) and a company limited by guarantee registered in
England and Wales (number 3644723). Our registered address is AQA, Devas Street, Manchester M15 6EX.
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Numerical and statistical skills
checklist
GCSE Geography
Strategies for success in Paper 3

Skill

When covered

Context

Understanding of number

Area

Scale

Quantitative relationship between units

Design fieldwork data sheets
Collect data with understanding of
accuracy
Sample sizes

Sampling procedures

Control groups

Reliability

Proportion

Ratio

Magnitude

AQA Education (AQA) is a registered charity (number 1073334) and a company limited by guarantee registered in
England and Wales (number 3644723). Our registered address is AQA, Devas Street, Manchester M15 6EX.
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Frequency
Draw informed conclusions from
numerical data
Mean

Median

Range

Quartiles

Inter-quartile range
Calculate percentage increase and
decrease
Use of percentiles

Relationships in bivariate data

Lines of best fit

Trend lines

Make predictions

Interpolate

AQA Education (AQA) is a registered charity (number 1073334) and a company limited by guarantee registered in
England and Wales (number 3644723). Our registered address is AQA, Devas Street, Manchester M15 6EX.
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Fieldwork examples
This resource is part of the Fieldwork toolkit that supports our GCSE Geography specification (8035) and sits alongside other resources in the
Fieldwork ideas section.
It is important to remember that content from one part of the specification may be applicable to another part and can be examined through
fieldwork in a location other than that specified. For example, there are tourism-related fieldwork opportunities evident in 3.1.3.4, Glacial
landscapes in the UK, but these concepts can also be examined in coastal or other locations.
There are also opportunities to use content from parts of the specification at a different scale from that specified. For example, there are numerous
urban field opportunities in 3.2.1, Urban issues and challenges, that can be investigated in urban areas that are not major cities within the UK.
Schools can base the fieldwork on the geographical concepts rather than the specified locations. Please refer to page 24 of the specification for the
full fieldwork requirements.

Some fieldwork opportunities arising from the new specification
Unit
Ref.
3.1.1.3

Unit Title
Weather
hazards – an
extreme
weather event
experienced in
the UK.

Background
An opportunistic fieldwork
enquiry, as it can only take
place when an extreme
weather event occurs, eg
great storm, drought,
snowfall etc.

Hypothesis/Question
Concepts/Processes
Weather hazard X has had
an impact on (area name).
What impact did weather
hazard X have on (area
name)?

Data Collection
 Photographs of impacts.
 Questionnaires to local
people to determine
range and scale of
impacts.
 Interview responses.
 Secondary data to

Data Presentation
Map of area with located
photographs annotated to
show impacts. Notes added
to provide details.
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3.1.1.4
Climate change
– alternative
energy
production.

3.1.1.4
Climate change
– changing
agricultural
systems.

Could be carried out at local
street level looking at the
number of solar panels on
houses within a locality.

Economic impacts
Environmental impacts
Social impacts
Management strategies

Students would not
investigate all of the above;
one or two concepts may be
the actual focus of the
enquiry.
The local community in area
X is helping to reduce the
cause of climate change.
How is the local community
in area X helping to reduce
the cause of climate
change?

Could be carried out in a
rural area or even on a city
farm or market garden.

 Sustainable energy
 Renewable energy
Agriculture is changing to
reduce the causes of
climate change.
How is agriculture changing
to reduce the causes of
climate change?
 Inputs (focus on changes)

confirm details of
weather event.

 Using local street maps,
record the number of
solar panels evident on
individual buildings.
 Interview people who
have solar panels to see
how much energy they
generate.

 Interview with farmer to
determine changes made
recently, specifically
aimed at reducing causes
of climate change.
 Secondary data provided
by farmer and/or
internet search.

Locate results on a base
map at street level; use
proportional symbols to
represent numbers of solar
panels.
Additional symbol(s) for
energy data. GIS
opportunity.

Map of farm annotated to
show changes made. GIS
opportunity.
Graphs of changes to
inputs, outputs, processes.
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3.1.1.4
Climate change
– reducing risk
from rising sea
levels.

3.1.2.1
Ecosystems –
small scale
ecosystem.

3.1.3.2
Coastal
landscapes –
wave types and
characteristics.

Could be undertaken in a
location where action has
already been taken to
reduce risk.

 Outputs (focus on
changes)
 Processes (focus on
changes)
Area X has responded to the
risk of rising sea levels.

How has area X responded
to the risk of rising sea
It could also take place in an levels?
area at risk where plans are
in place to reduce the risk
 Rising sea level
of rising sea levels.
 Hard engineering
 Management
Could be a deciduous
The ecosystem at X is
woodland, pond, heathland, healthy and balanced.
hedge row.
How healthy is the
ecosystem at X?

Could be extended to look
at coastal processes and
landforms. Possible links to
geology can be developed.

 Ecosystem
 Producers
 Consumers
 Decomposers
The dominant waves at X
are constructive
(destructive).
What types of waves occur
at X?

 Site visit, mapping and
photographing strategies
put in place (possibly
evaluating these
strategies).
 Secondary data re: flood
risk, previous floods.
 Interviews with
planners/residents.
 Quadrat sampling on
land to determine
features of ecosystem.
 Sampling by dipping in
ponds.
 Recording species and
numbers at site(s) used.

 Wave counts at a range
of locations.
 Measurements of wind
speed and direction.

Mapping of strategies, with
photographs and notes.
Evaluation data added. GIS
opportunity.

Graphs of species numbers
looking at ratios of
producers to consumers to
decomposers.

Proportional arrows
representing average wave
frequency located onto a
base map of the study area.
Direction of arrow in line
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3.1.3.2
Coastal
landscapes –
mass movement
and its impacts.

3.1.3.2
Coastal
landscapes –
erosion and its
impacts.

 Constructive waves
 Destructive waves
 Any other coastal
processes relevant to the
location, eg longshore
drift, erosion, deposition
Mass movement has had
significant impacts on the
coast at X.

Could be carried out along
any section of coastline
where mass movement is
occurring and fieldwork can
be undertaken safely.
What impact has mass
Possible links to geology can movement had on the coast
be developed.
at X?

Could be carried out along
any stretch of coastline
where erosion is taking
place and data collection
can be carried out safely.
Possible links to geology can
be developed.

 Mass movement
 Slumping
 Land use
Erosion is changing the
coastline at X.
How is erosion changing the
coastline at X?
 Abrasion
 Attrition
 Erosion

with prevailing wind.
Wind strength can be
shown with additional
symbol or raw data added.
 Photographs/sketches of
mass movement.
 Measurement of cliff
profiles – heights and
angles.
 Land use survey of area
affected by mass
movement.

 Photograph or sketch
evidence of erosion, eg
undercutting of cliffs,
landforms such as stacks
and arches.
 Measure extent of wavecut platforms.
 Measure changes in size
of beach material.

Annotated photographs or
sketches of mass movement
events. These can be
located on a base map
and/or geological map of
location with land use
identified to illustrate
impact of cliff retreat.

Annotated diagrams or
photographs of erosional
landforms, possibly with
measurements added.
Proportional symbols on
maps to show changes in
size of beach material.

Hydraulic action has not
been identified as a key
term as it is so difficult to
measure in the field.
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3.1.3.2
Coastal
landscapes –
longshore drift.

3.1.3.2
Coastal
landscapes –
hard
engineering
and/or soft
engineering
and/or managed
retreat.

Could be carried out along
any beach where data
collection can be carried out
safely.

Longshore drift moves
beach material North-South
or West-East along the
beach at X.

Could be developed to
include the study of
landforms created by
deposition.

In what direction does
longshore drift move beach
material at X?

It is possible to look at just
one of these strategies, or
cover more if the
opportunity arises.






Longshore drift
Constructive waves
Destructive waves
Fetch

The coastal management
strategy (strategies) at X is
(are) effective.
Is (Are) the coastal
management strategy
(strategies) at X effective?
 Hard engineering
 Soft engineering
 Managed retreat.

 Use orange or tennis ball
to measure distance of
longshore drift in 2
minutes (or as long as
you wish) along a stretch
of beach. Repeat as often
as required.
 Measure drop in height
to beach level either side
of groynes if these are
present.
 Count wave frequency at
locations along the
beach.
 Determine wind and
wave direction.

 Take photographs and
map strategies.
 Use EQS type of scoring
system to assess
effectiveness.
 Measure cliff profiles to
assess stability.
 Look at vegetation
coverage on cliff profiles
to assess stability.
 Measure sediment

Use proportional arrows on
base map of beach to show
direction of longshore drift
and distance covered by
orange or tennis ball at
each location used.
Draw bars to show change
in height either side of
groynes and colour code
based on side of groynes
where data were collected.
Add proportional arrows to
the sea at each location to
show wave frequency and
direction. Add wind speed
and direction using wind
rose. GIS opportunities.
Located photographs and
graphs on base maps.
Well annotated photographs
of cliff profiles.
Scale drawings of cliff
profiles.
Graphs of sediment
accumulation at groynes.
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Possibly linked to:
 Erosion
 Mass movement
 Longshore drift.

3.1.3.3
River
landscapes –
long profile.

Changes along the long
profile of a river need not
involve using locations from
source to mouth. Any
sections of a river that are
safe, accessible and show
change over distance can be
used.

Changes in river features
and/or characteristics
and/or processes can be
found over distance on the
River X.







What changes in river

features and/or
characteristics and/or
processes can be found over 
distance on the River X?

 Long profile
 Gradient
 Velocity
 Bedload
 Cross profile

 Erosion
 Deposition

accumulation at groynes
to assess success in
reducing longshore drift.
Secondary data
indicating rate of coastal
change and need for
management.
Determine gradient from
OS map evidence or in
the field using
clinometers.
Velocity using floating
object or hydroprop.
Bedload size and/or
shape, possibly using
Powers Index.
Width and depth for
cross profile.
Evidence of erosion –
bank undercutting,
collapse, river cliffs,
changes in bedload size
and/or shape.
Deposits of sediment
mapped.

GIS opportunities.

Long profile drawn to scale
for section(s) of river
studied.
Located graphs added to
long profile to identify
features/ characteristics.
Cross profiles drawn to
scale.
Proportional symbols for
bedload and velocity.
Dispersion graphs for
bedload.
Scatter of bedload against
velocity.

There is no need to address
all of these
concepts/processes, just two
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3.1.3.3
River
landscapes –
cross profile.

Changes along the cross
profile of a river need not
involve using locations from
source to mouth. Any
sections of a river that are
safe, accessible and show
change can be used.

would suffice. Possibly link
to establish theories of
rivers.
Changes in the cross profile
of the River X occur along
its course.
What changes in the cross
profile of the River X occur
along its course?








3.1.3.3
River
landscapes –
flood
management

In cities such as York,
frequent flood events have
resulted in flood
management schemes
being introduced. There is

Cross profile
Gradient
Velocity
Bedload
Long profile
Erosion
Deposition

 Width and depth for
cross profile.
 Velocity using floating
object or hydroprop.
 Bedload size and/or
shape, possibly using
Powers Index.
 Evidence of erosion –
bank undercutting,
collapse, river cliffs,
changes in bedload size
and/or shape.
 Deposits of sediment
mapped.

There is no need to address
all of these
concepts/processes, just two
would suffice. Possibly link
to establish theories of
rivers.
The flood management
 Secondary data re:
scheme in X has been
previous flood events
effective.
covering frequency,
extent and impacts.
How effective has the flood
 Mapping of features of

Cross profiles drawn to
scale.
Proportional symbols for
bedload and velocity.
Dispersion graphs for
bedload.
Scatter of bedload against
velocity.

Mapping of extent of flood
events.
Graphs of frequency of
flood events.
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scheme.

an opportunity here for
physical and human
geography data to be
collected.

management scheme at X
been?
 Flood events
 Impacts (social, economic,
environmental)
 Management






3.1.3.4
Glacial
landscapes –
land use,
conflicts,
development,
conservation.

Starting an enquiry in a
glacial area with land use is
quite straightforward and
then it is relatively easy to
develop the enquiry to
examine other aspects of
the specification such as
those noted.

The glacial landscape at X

provides a range of land use
opportunities.

What are the land uses
within the glacial landscape
at X?
Can develop this to look at
how land use links to
conflicts, how development
of land uses create conflicts
and how conservation can
be achieved even with
current and planned land
uses.






flood management
scheme.
Photographs and
assessment of features
mapped.
Questionnaires to local
people assessing
effectiveness.
Secondary data of
frequency, extent and
impacts of flood events
since management
scheme introduced.
Map land uses within
study area.
EQS style of data
collection re: positive/
negative impacts and
photographs for
supporting evidence.
Questionnaires to local
people re: issues and
conflicts.
Photographic evidence of
conflicts.
Mapping of
developments and
conservation strategies.
Secondary data relating
to developments and

Graphs/maps of impacts.
Mapping and photographs
with assessments of
features of flood
management scheme.
Questionnaire responses
presented graphically.

Maps of land use possibly
enhanced with photographs
and EQS results.
Graphs of questionnaire
responses.
Conflict matrix.
Written or photographic
evidence of development
and/or conservation
strategies.
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3.1.3.4
Glacial
landscapes –
tourism,
attractions,
impacts,
management
strategies.

3.2.1
Urban issues
and challenges
– migration.

It is important to note that
the tourism content
specified can also be applied
to coastal areas, cities,
honeypot sites etc, and does
not have to be studied
within the context of a
glacial landscape.

Could look at reasons for
migration and impacts of
this process.

 Land use
 Conflicts
 Development
 Conservation
The glacial landscape at X
provides a range of
attractions for tourists.

conservation.

 Questionnaires to visitors
to determine reasons for
visiting area (attractions).
 Mapping of attractions.
Why do tourists visit the
 EQS style assessment of
glacial landscape at X?
attractions.
 Questionnaires to locals
This can be extended or
to determine impacts of
adapted to examine impacts
tourism.
of tourism (social, economic,  Traffic flow data.
environmental) and/or
 Land use survey.
management strategies.
 House price survey.
 Secondary data.
 Tourism
 Mapping/photographs of
 Attractions (physical
management strategies.
and/or human)
 Impacts (social, economic,
environmental)
 Management strategies
Migration has had a range
 Secondary data to
of impacts on X.
establish rates of
migration.
What impact has migration
 Questionnaires to
had on X?
determine reasons why
people have moved into
 Migration
the locality and to find

Mapping of attractions
possibly enhanced with
photographs and/or EQS
data.
Graphs for questionnaire
responses.
Proportional flow lines for
traffic data.
Land use map.
Graphs for house prices.

Maps with photographs and
notes indicating
management strategies.
Graphs showing rates of
migration.
Choropleth maps to show
source of migrants.
Graphs showing reasons for
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 Economic impacts
 Social impacts
 Environmental impacts





3.2.1
Urban issues
and challenges
– recreation and
entertainment.

Could look at how provision
for recreation and
entertainment has been
increased using an urban
area that has undergone
change.

Change to the urban area of
X has increased
opportunities for recreation
and entertainment.
How has change to the
urban area of X increased
opportunities for recreation
and entertainment?
 Recreation
 Entertainment

3.2.1
Urban issues
and challenges

Contrasting housing areas
within an urban locality can
be compared. A minimum of

Inequalities in housing exist
in X










out where they have
come from.
Land use surveys to
determine impacts of
migration, eg
restaurants, specialist
food/clothing outlets,
places of worship etc.
Photographs of
environmental impacts.
Questionnaires looking at
social impacts.
Secondary data to
research planning ideas
underpinning urban
change.
Land use mapping of
recreation and
entertainment options,
noting recent changes.
Photographs of
recreation and
entertainment provision.
Questionnaires to
determine opinions about
recreation and
entertainment provision.
Secondary data re: ratio
of owner-occupied to
rental properties in

migration.
Land use maps of functions
linked to migration.
Annotated photographs.

Land use maps showing
recreation and
entertainment provision,
colour-coded to indicate
when established.
Annotated photographs to
show main features of
recent provision.
Graphs to show views about
the recreation and
entertainment provision.

Graphs of ratio of owneroccupied to rental
properties.
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– housing
inequalities.

3.2.1
Urban issues
and challenges
– urban
regeneration.

two such areas should be
used but students could
investigate several areas if
time allows.

Could be undertaken in any
urban area where some
form of regeneration has
taken place.

How is housing inequality
evident within X?






Housing inequality
Owner-occupied
Rental properties
Property values
Environmental quality

The regeneration of X has
had a positive impact on the
locality.
What impact has the
regeneration of X had on
the locality?





Regeneration
Environmental impacts
Economic impacts
Social impacts

locality.
 Secondary data re:
housing quality
information, eg number
of toilets etc.
 EQS style assessment of
housing quality.
 Photographs to support
EQS data.
 Property price surveys,
online or through press
or estate agents.
 EQS of locality.
 Secondary data to
examine reasons for
regeneration and to
establish before and
after information about
the locality.
 EQS of regeneration area
and neighbourhood
adjacent to it with
photographs for
supporting evidence.
 Land use mapping to
determine new
businesses brought into
regenerated area.
 Questionnaires to
determine social impacts

Graphs to show differences
in housing quality
information.
Mapping of relative housing
qualities to determine zones
with marked differences.
Well annotated photographs
to show inequalities.
House price graphs.
Before and after
photographs and maps of
locality.
EQS mapped to show
changes from regenerated
area to neighbouring area.
Land use maps of
businesses.
Graphs of questionnaire
responses re: social
impacts.
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3.2.1
Urban issues
and challenges
– transport
strategies.

3.2.2
The changing
economic world
– development
of science and
business parks.

All urban areas have
policies and strategies for
managing transport within
their locality and these can
be studied at a range of
scales, from examining the
effectiveness of a Park and
Ride scheme to looking at
an integrated transport
scheme in a city.

There are over 100 science
and business parks in the
UK so access to one such
site should be possible for
most schools without having
to travel too far.

The transport strategy in X
is effective.
How effective is the
transport strategy at X?
Key concepts will depend
upon which aspect(s) of the
transport strategy will be
investigated.
 Transport strategy
 Integrated transport
scheme
 Park and Ride
 Traffic calming
 Traffic management
The science/business park
at X has had a positive
impact on the locality.
What impact has the
science/business park had
on the locality at X?





Science park
Business park
Multiplier effect
Economic impacts

of regeneration.
 Secondary data to
establish strategy being
promoted by urban area
involved.
 Mapping of features of
strategy, eg bus lanes,
cycle lanes, exclusion
zones, linked features in
integrated scheme.
 Traffic flow counts.
 Surveys at Park and Ride
site to determine usage.
 Questionnaires regarding
effectiveness of transport
strategy.

 Secondary data to
determine background to
development of science/
business park.
 Land use survey.
 Interviews with business
to find reasons for
locating there, employee
numbers, links to other
businesses.
 Secondary data for
economic impact of park.

Maps of key features of
strategy.
Linked features shown on
map.
Proportional flow lines of
traffic movements.
Graphs for questionnaire
responses re: effectiveness
of strategy.

Map of site classifying
businesses by function.
Graphs of data from
interviews, eg numbers of
employees.
Economic value of park over
time.
Located graphs for EQS
results.
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 Environmental impacts
3.2.2
The changing
economic world
– population
change in a
rural area.

Some rural settlements are
expanding whilst others are
declining. Rates of change
and reasons for these
changes can form the basis
of an enquiry.

The population of X has
declined/increased because
of economic factors.
Why has the population of X
declined/ increased?






3.2.3.1
Resource
management –
carbon
footprints, food
miles.

Could be carried out
individually and, if
appropriate, data collated
and shared to widen sample
size.

Population change
Migration
Economic factors
Function
Services

People in X create a large
carbon footprint.
People in X could reduce
the food miles of their
weekly shop.
What is the carbon footprint
of people living in X?

 EQS style assessment of
environmental impacts.
 Secondary data to
determine population
change over time.
 Questionnaires to
residents to establish
reasons for movement
into/out of the
settlement.
 Housing surveys to
record age and price.
 Research transport links.
 Mapping of functions and
services found in the
settlement.

 Use online calculator to
determine carbon
footprint of each
students’ family and
compare results.
 Collect data about their
family’s energy use,
transport, food, clothing,
tv and phone use etc.
 Identify 10 (or more)

Graph of population change,
possibly annotated with
explanations for periods of
increase/decrease.
Graphs for reasons
residents moved into/out of
the settlement.
Map of housing areas with
age and price added.
Map of functions and
services within settlement
and distances to nearest
options of those lacking, eg
doctor, primary school,
petrol station.
Graphs of carbon footprints
for:
 Individual families based
on separate contributing
factors, eg energy
 Class data sets based on
family size.
Choropleth or proportional
flow lines maps to show
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How could people in X
reduce the food miles of
their weekly shop?

examples of foods
originating from outside
of the UK and the same
number produced within
the UK at each student’s
home.
 Use online calculator to
determine food miles for
wide range of food
products.
 Surveys in supermarkets
to examine range of
foods available and
calculate food miles for
sample of foods from
outside of the UK and for
similar foods produced
within the UK.

food miles involved for
range of regular purchases
for individual families
based on whole class data.
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